**SWEET AND SOUR**

UCF can't capture C-USA title, but will head to Hawaii for first-ever bowl game — SEE SPORTS, A9

**HIDDEN FEARS**

HPV is one of the most common, and hidden, STDs at UCF — SEE NEWS, A2

---

**Central Florida Future**

**Let the finals prepping begin**

Campus organizations help students stay on top of studying, nutrition

ASHLEY GREEN

With the clock chur of finals week looming large, the heads of stressed students, which can be found in knowing that there are a number of events and activities being held at UCF to help students deal with this stressful time.

The Student Government Association has scheduled a number of study activities for the week, titled Cram for the Finals. The activities will be held in various locations, including the Marketplace, Student Resource Center.

On Sunday, SGA sponsored Ice Cream Sunday and Dessert Night at the Marketplace from midnight until 7 a.m. A Midnight Breakfast will be held on Wednesday night from midnight until 2 a.m. as well. Past coffee will be available to students every night of the week and SGA will host activities and designate quiet study areas.

Senior radio/television major Talentina Stocker says, "I always plan to be at the free broadcasts during finals week. My friends and I love free food."

---

**BROKEN RECORD, BOWL BOUND**

Football breaks home attendance record in loss, accepts invitation to play in Sheraton Hawai'i Bowl

ASHLEY BURNS

With hopes of spending New Year's Eve in Memphis dashed, the UCF football team will be honeymooning after the Knights' most successful season in seven years in a rather appropriate locale.

They're going to Hawaii.

UCF accepted a bid to play in the Sheraton Hawai'i Bowl yesterday, marking the first time the team has played in a bowl game appearance.

The invitation is bittersweet for the Knights, accepting invitation to play in Sheraton Hawai'i Bowl. Cozma said, "It's easy most of the time, but not all the time."

---

**Holidays bring more than just gifts to some student housing**

TITFANY PALMA

According to UCF students and police, staying safe this holiday season is just a matter of common sense.

As the holiday season approaches, UCF students are reminded to keep safety in mind.

---

**New buildings, flat land make UCF accessible**

Disabled still have trouble getting around campus

CORINNE SCHULER

With the number of students with disabilities who attend college rising, UCF offers a young, accessible campus and accommodations, but some still find it hard to get around.

---

**Central Florida Future**

**WHERE TO NEXT**

**Where to next**

**Holiday fun in the sun**

**Visitors**

**Hawai'i Bowl**

**When:** Dec. 24, 8:30 p.m.
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HPVM is hidden, a common problem unprecedented

HPVM has a hidden, a common problem unprecedented

During his last year of high school, John’s dirty little secret became apparent when he started missing classes. This year, John was a senior high school student. He was one of the few boys who took art classes. After the senior trip, John started to miss his classes.

While John continued to excel in his art classes, he was struggling with his other subjects. John noticed that he was becoming more and more disinterested in his classes. He started to miss classes and even skipped school.

During the last quarter of the year, John was falling behind in his other subjects. He was failing in his classes and his grades were suffering. John started to feel like he was not good enough.

John had a crush on a girl in his art class, and he had been visiting her after school. He had been trying to get closer to her, but she was not interested. John was feeling very frustrated and frustrated.

John’s grades continued to decline, and he was falling behind in his other subjects. He was failing in his classes and his grades were suffering.

John’s parents were becoming increasingly concerned about his grades and his behavior. They were worried that he was not doing well in school and that he was not taking his classes seriously.

John’s parents knew that he was struggling with HPVM, but they did not know how to help him. They tried to talk to him, but he was not interested in listening to them.

John’s friends also noticed that he was becoming more and more disinterested in his classes. They started to worry about him and tried to talk to him, but he was not interested in listening to them.

John’s parents and friends were becoming very concerned about his grades and his behavior. They knew that he was struggling with HPVM, but they did not know how to help him.
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A really fun place to hang for the holidays!

Have a ball! Give your friends and take a hands on approach
to holiday gift giving at Studio U! Create a signature holiday
ornament or one of dozens of seasonal gift ideas. Plus, save
some cold cash with this offer for a FREE Santa Smoothie with
the creation of any project here at Studio U!

FREE Santa Smoothie
with the creation of any project at Studio U!
Bring in this ad and enjoy a smoothie on us
(offer expires 12/31/05 and cannot be combined
with any other offer)
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The lowdown on HPV

Virus is incredibly common in the United States, especially among women

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, genital HPV infection is a sexually transmitted disease that affects both males and females. It is one of the most common sexually transmitted infections (STIs) because it is very difficult to prevent. More than 13.2 million new infections occur each year.

HPV is a group of viruses that can cause warts, cervical cancer, and other cancers. There are more than 100 types of HPV, and some are more likely to cause cancer than others. Certain types of HPV can lead to cervical, vulvar, vaginal, and penile cancers.

HPV is most commonly spread through sexual contact, and it can be transmitted without symptoms. Once a person is infected with HPV, they can have the virus for the rest of their life. It can be difficult to detect and treat HPV, and there is no cure for the virus.

There is no vaccine that protects against all types of HPV, but the HPV vaccine can protect against certain types of HPV that can cause cervical cancer. The HPV vaccine is recommended for girls and boys aged 11 to 12 years, and it can prevent the development of cervical cancer and other HPV-related cancers.

There is no cure for HPV infection, although many treatments are available to help manage the symptoms and prevent the virus from spreading. It is important to be aware of the symptoms of HPV and to see a healthcare provider if you suspect you are infected.

The journey of dealing with HPV

When John contacted the virus, he was inexperienced and did not use a condom at all.

I contracted it from the person I lost my virginity to," he said. "I was a naive 19-year-old, and I didn't think anything would happen to me, and I got slapped in the face with that. I got quite a wake-up call.

Finding out he had HPV was not easy for John to accept.

I kept thinking it was going to go away, or something... I don't know," John said.

Age swept over John during the weeks of dealings with his infec tion.

It was a kind of a loss of innocence, in a way, "John said. "The fact that I'm infected... This is something I will have for the rest of my life. I felt angry.

John's warts needed to be surgically removed, which was a procedure he remembered as extremely painful.

When I woke up after surgery, I just remember sitting there on the floor crying, because I was in so much pain and there was nothing I could do about it," John said.

I looked bashed, a lot of John's skin said with a grin.

The ignorance about HPV seems to be as large as the infected population.

An informal poll of a freshman dormitory in Academy Village revealed that 56 freshmen, three knew that HPV causes genital warts and two students knew that HPV and herpes are not related.

"Contracting the virus is a form of trauma that is transferred through unprotected sex, and it's a different species of way from the common wart, but is still related to that," said Christopher Mirtle, a freshman finance and English literature major.

Mirtle had a good reason to be knowledgeable about medical science.

"My dad's a pediat rician," Mirtle said.

Even though few people know what HPV and the risks are, REACH for Wellness counsels many students who are infected.

Bratcher said that about 40 percent of the people who come into his office disclose that they are infected with HPV.

This number includes only the people who know about their infections. Bratcher said he thinks the number of the infected people who don't realize it would bring the total much higher.

"It's an extremely common thing," he said. "I have friends who come up to me all the time and say, 'Hey, you're at REACH, you know what... My doctor said I had HPV. What the hell is it?'

Even John was not aware of the difference between genital herpes and genital warts, aside from the appearance of the skin.

"Well, they're the same thing, aren't they? Cause I'm a little confused," John said.

John and Bratcher both strongly agreed that having the virus was not the end of the part of a person's life, sexually or emotionally.

"Some people are like, 'Oh my god, I can't have sex ever again,'" Bratcher said. "I can't get married. I can't have chil dren. Stuff like that. All of this is not true.

Bratcher said that as long as a woman goes to her gynecologist regularly, there is very little chance of having a problem carrying a child in terms.

"With the next part, a lot of people are scared about that, but you just have to be honest with your partner about that stuff," Bratcher said. "John figures it is no common that contracting the virus is only a matter of time.

"I'm not really worried about it," he said. "I'm not really think about it.

"I'll get over it somehow. I'm kind of like, well, considering the stage of my life and everything, you probably would have gotten it if you didn't already have it. It's kind of like, I can drive my car into somebody who isn't a virgin, you'll probably get infected. That's how common it is.

John looks back at his experience and realizes that it is something that he has dwelled on.

"You make a mistake, you deal with it and you move on," he said. "It's not the end of the world."
Internet journals cast thoughts to world

BLOGGERS AMONG US
No strangers to the world of blogging, UCF students actively participate in this growing trend.

Braden Deegan, a senior in computer science, runs a daily blog on LiveJournal. He posts once or twice a week on a variety of topics ranging from personal life to political views. Deegan feels that blogs are a great way to keep in touch with friends, where they are,” he said. “Nearly everyone has a blog these days.”

Diane Folk, a senior in journalism, has a personal blog, Alabaster.com. Folk says, “I feel like I've been part of this trend since before it started really. I've been on the internet since about 1997 and had an online journal service with a staple in nearly everyone's life. With the Internet becoming a great tool for networking/communication and uploading user pies to display something like that is reported in the community and partially because of the fact my blog has a climbing on a daily basis. By the time I finished this trend will be much higher.”

“I try to use it to keep others up to date. Most of the time I'm just discussing certain political views to my plans, feelings, emotions, classes, tests, frustrations; achievements, successes and failures,” Wiese said. “I find telling certain things awkward to my roommate, so I just post a general message sometimes, and he reads it. It always gets a chuckle out of me when my roommate leaves a comment. It's all in the understanding and discussing certain topics.”

Like many regular blog users, Hays, who began the hobby of blogging with a desire to discuss things that happen to him in his daily life. “I don’t really have the resources to get anything exclusive or with a societal resonance,” he said. “I don’t post my confessions on sex or politics because the (negative) reaction online is zero.”

“I feel that my blog has become intertwined with my daily life,” Wiese said. “I feel like I’ve written a lot of private information. In the same sense that my blog has grown with me, I feel like I’ve had a hard time keeping up with my roommate.”

“I find telling certain things awkward to my roommate,” Wiese said. “I think most of my blog is about my immediate environment, what I see, hear, read and write.”

“I feel like I've been part of this trend since before it started really. I’ve been on the internet since about 1997 and had an online journal service with a staple in nearly everyone’s life. With the Internet becoming a great tool for networking/communication and uploading user pies to display something like that is reported in the community and partially because of the fact my blog has a climbing on a daily basis. By the time I finished this trend will be much higher.”

“I try to use it to keep others up to date. Most of the time I'm just discussing certain political views to my plans, feelings, emotions, classes, tests, frustrations; achievements, successes and failures,” Wiese said. “I find telling certain things awkward to my roommate, so I just post a general message sometimes, and he reads it. It always gets a chuckle out of me when my roommate leaves a comment. It’s all in the understanding and discussing certain topics.”

“Like many regular blog users, Hays, who began the hobby of blogging with a desire to discuss things that happen to him in his daily life. “I don’t really have the resources to get anything exclusive or with a societal resonance,” he said. “I don’t post my confessions on sex or politics because the (negative) reaction online is zero.”
Disabled students vary widely in needs

Disability is, what the person needs," said Theresa Friderici, UCF director of Student Disability Services. "And even disabilities in the same category have different needs.

STDs provides accommodations based on a case-by-case examination of students and their needs. Note-takers, interpreters, schedules planning and testing accommodations are all available through the SDS.

Friderici, who has been an advocate for those with disabilities since she was diagnosed with a disabling condition herself in high school, said that, on a trip to breed long distances and said that she has found barriers to accessibility at MTSU.

This campus is not perfect," Friderici said. "I haven't found a perfect campus yet."

Friderici added that although students may have a legitimate disability, they might not receive university accommodations. "Is there a way that causes the disability? Friderici said. "We ask how it affects that individual. What are their abilities? What can they do?"

Freshman Adam O'Such, 19, is one UCF student with a disability who has not received SDS accommodations. O'Such, who has spatial dysgraphia, a condition that causes him to distort or be shorter than normal but doesn't force him to use a wheelchair, was surprised that SDS wouldn't provide him with the same accommodations he had in high school.

"I tried to sign up for disability services at the beginning of the year, but they didn't take me," O'Such said. "It doesn't really hurt to walk around."

Students often find the rejection from high school to college difficult, especially if they have a disability and received accommodations at the high school, Friderici said.

She said that if the college had not have the same high school, the administration had told students that were from college since the age is different.

"The student must self identify, must provide appropriate documentation and then must work with the university in receiving accommodations," Friderici added. "They have to be a part of the process."

Senior Adam Kaminski, who has used a wheelchair most of his life, said that although some students with physical and learning disabilities need SDS, he doesn't have it. "I think it's a great service, and I think people really need it," Kaminski said. "I haven't needed it."

Kaminski, 22, said that UCF's relatively new buildings and the campus factored into his choosing UCF.

"Go to FSU and UF, and you're going to get old buildings with bathrooms that are tiny," Kaminski said.

But an accessible campus and university accommodation are not the only things a student with a disability has to think about. A 2002 study conducted at Middle Tennessee State University focused on the self-esteem of those students.

The MTSU study found that students with physical and learning disabilities have a higher or equal level of self-esteem and self-efficacy, a person's judgment of his or her ability to succeed, than those without. "Person's with physical and learning disabilities face many more challenges and obstacles than the average person," the study stated. "Therefore, college students with disabilities who attend college may feel that they have beaten the odds, and, therefore, their social self-efficacy may be higher."

Students without disabilities often don't realize the range of students with disabilities at UCF. Of the 790 students SDS serves every semester, 6 percent have a specific learning disability or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or both, Friderici said. It's the largest category of students, and it's completely invisible. "The vast majority of disabilities are hidden, even among people with physical disabilities," Friderici said.

But students' attitudes and actions at UCF are usually positive, Friderici said and that his students have had no problems that sanctions.

"We have good communications," she said. "I have no issue with my students whatsoever."

Kaminski said that, if anything, people often try to over help them. "I have a lot of people that overly help me. I don't really need a lot of help, like a lot of help." Kaminski said. "I've got to do things on my own, and people should learn that people have to do things on their own."

The trend toward home university accommodations and better attitudes gives Friderici hope. "Things have changed a great deal," she said. "It's just, socially, our society has changed in attitudes over time for the better."

Athletes rewarded with Hawaii's Bowl

For O'Leary, this will be the fifth bowl game he has coached in his college football tenure. For the Knights, the 14,017 fans who attended Saturday's game, the bowl is an excellent reward for the original attendance record of 24,025 fans who supported the Knights when they lost 37-29 to Colorado in 2000.

Despite the record attendance, the Knights fell to Tulsa 44-27. UCF was held scoreless in the second half, and the Golden Hurricane eventually walked away with the first-ever appearance of the Conference USA Championship Game.

Tulsa earned the C-USA bid to the Liberty Bowl with the win and will play Oregon State on New Year's Eve in Memphis. New Mexico, who lost the regular season with an 8-3 overall record and was not chosen to play in the WAC crown with Fresno State, Nevada State, Boise State and the University of New Mexico.

UCF's Director of Athletics Steve Stevenson said that the Knights' 8-4 season was among the biggest turn-arounds in NCAA Division I-A history. In 1999, Hawaii finished 8-3 with a bowl in the New Mexico Bowl. Stevenson also said that this is the true buyback system and control of its kind. No waiting for shipping. Trade, sell, buy books and other items. This is the true "buyback system" you have been waiting for. Take advantage of how you buy/ sell your textbooks and other goods. This is a way that students don't want you to see Log on to our website and learn more.

Let's beat the system and save everyone money! Tradecollegetextbooks.com is the national leader in buyback and control of its kind. No waiting for shipping. Trade, sell, buy books and other items. This is the true "buyback system" you have been waiting for. Take advantage of how you buy/ sell your textbooks and other goods. This is a way that students don't want you to see Log on to our website and learn more.

UCF Dining Services would like to congratulate, Jennifer Jones our DiningStyles Survey winner! Jennifer is a sophomore majoring in Digital Media. When asked with her iPod, she said, "Besides giving the opportunity to let students have a say in what goes on with the survey game, I'm able to win a chance to win an awesome iPod mini!

We would like to thank Jennifer and all of you that filled out our survey. We heard you loud and clear and Dining Services promises to address your concerns to better serve you all. "DiningStyles" is more than a survey, but we want to hear from you all year round. Please send us any comments or concerns you may have. There are comment boxes at all of our locations or you can fill out the DiningStyles survey online.

UCF Dining Services
SARC provides 24 hours of studying and some free snacks

Well, all college students do. The Student Academic Resource Center is open 24 hours during finals week. SARC is open every day and night of the week, along with free snacks. SARC will also sponsor themed nights, with FFM on Monday where students are invited to wear their favorite pajamas and enjoy peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Other days of the week will feature sisterhood theme nights such as PJ Day and PB&J Day.

Bebe Francois also prefers to stay on her own and will probably head to the library this week for some study-time. "I like to start preparing for my exams, at the latest, two days prior," she said. Francois doesn't think she'll be participating in any study groups but will just review her notes, quizzes and text and enjoy the free items that will be offered at the Library. "My sisterhood will also sponsor sisterhood study and coffee theme-nights such as PJ Day and snacks will be provided for our sisters," she said.

Some students may opt to go to the UCF Library where there will be free coffee and complimentary snacks. An event in the student union on Thursday after 7:30 pm., which said she usually studies on her own at the Library during finals week. Other students also prefer to study on their own and will probably head to the Library this week for some study-time.

Other student clubs and organizations are offering study sessions and help to their members as well. Elizabeth Daumen's sorority's academic excellence committee planned an event for its members. "My priority will be having a healthy study and coffee and snacks will be provided for our sisters," she said.

Some students may opt to go to the UCF Library where there will be free coffee and complimentary snacks. An event in the student union on Thursday after 7:30 pm., which said she usually studies on her own at the Library during finals week.

Elizabeth Daumen's sorority's academic excellence committee planned an event for its members. "My priority will be having a healthy study and coffee and snacks will be provided for our sisters," she said. Some students may opt to go to the UCF Library where there will be free coffee and complimentary snacks. An event in the student union on Thursday after 7:30 pm., which said she usually studies on her own at the Library during finals week. Other students also prefer to study on their own and will probably head to the Library this week for some study-time.

For more information on SARC tutoring sessions, please visit http://www.sarc.ucf.edu. For more information on SGA, please visit http://www.sga.ucf.edu.

Your campus bookstore pays more for used textbooks now than any other time of year.

UCF BOOKSTORE

4600 Central Florida Boulevard, Orlando, Florida 32816 Phone: (407) 823-2001 www.ucfbookstore.com

Monday-Thursday 8am-8pm, Friday 8am-6pm, Saturday 8am-5pm, Sunday 10am-5pm

Can't make it to the store? Try our alternate locations Monday 12-3 · Friday 12-3 9am-4pm. Look for our tents at the Recreation Center Parking Garage, Engineering Garage, and Bus stop.

Late night buyback hours at the UCF Library Monday 12-3 · Tuesday 12-3 · Thursday 10am-7pm.
UCF FALLS TO TULSA, BUT HEADED TO BOWL

Turnovers the difference in UCF's 44-27 loss to Tulsa in inaugural C-USA title game

UCF says aloha to first-ever bowl appearance, accepts invitation to Sheraton Hawaii Bowl on Dec. 24

Men's basketball falls on road to Florida for first loss of young season
LOS ANGELES — A story away from playing for a third straight national title, Reggie Bush and No. 6 Southern Cal­ifornia stormed into the champi­onship game by overcom­ing their cross-town rivals Friday night.

Bush ran for 606 yards and two touchdowns in a 28-10 vic­to­ry over No. 1 UCLA, the 14th consec­utive win for the top­ranked Trojans and Irish against a ranked oppo­nent.

Now, only Texas stands between USC (8-0, Pac-10) and a perfect Pac-10 season.

The Bowl Championship Series bid went to the winner of today’s game: Sunday’s Trojans versus Long­horns. In the national title game.

Bush grabbed a four-yard touchdown pass to Josh Morgan and then a four-yard run—that cut the lead to 11-0.

The Trojans (12-0) passed for a season-high 349 yards and held bush to 21 completions on 46 passes for 271 yards and an interception.

Texas grabbed a 14-0 lead in the second quarter on a 28-yard field goal by Miguel Maysonet. The Trojans forced two turnovers on downs, but two more fumbles after a 66-yard punt return by Marquis Maze and an interception by Andrew Young.

Texas scored 16 points on its first three possessions, which included a touchdown on a fourth-down pass catch by tight end James White in the second quarter.

The Trojans (12-0) passed for a season-high 349 yards and held bush to 21 completions on 46 passes for 271 yards and an interception.
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UCF didn’t play to potential in loss to Tulsa

Hurricane hits Orlando, yet again, this time in the form of Tulsa football team

CRIS MOTAFL

It was not supposed to end like this.

The biggest home crowd in UCF football history met not be won so easily by anything other than "What If..."

Garrett Mills.

When UCF head coach George O’Leary talked after the surprising 44-17 loss to Tulsa, he was asked about the team’s ability to stop Mills.

I think we have the ability to stop him. We just didn’t do it tonight," O’Leary said.

But another round with Mills, who was able to get by a Tulsa defense that was missing defensive end Glenn Watkins and outside linebacker Michael Charles, was given.

"This is a team that we just can’t let loose," said UCF quarterback Steven Moffett.

UCF’s postgame news conference

When O’Leary was asked what this loss meant, he simply said, "This is a team that we just can’t let loose, and Tulsa made us loose.

Tulsa won because...

Two things may have set the stage for Tulsa’s offensive explosion.

First, Mills, who came into the game the nation’s leading rusher in receptions, was given a chance to shine on many plays in the first half. Without a chip from a linebacker or defensive end, Mills ran his routes in the open field as if he was catching for 133 in the first half.

"We had double coverage, and the only thing that stemmed the first catch, O’Leary said.

"Lance and defensive coordinator Lance Thompson attended the postgame meetings to go over the game plan for Mills and, but by him, it was a complete failure.

"We went into the game with a plan and didn’t execute it," Moffett said. "I remember the second half in particular, I remember running for just a bit more of the line, but we were still able to run the ball.

UCF running back Ulric Smith and running back B.J. Deleted four from seven, with running-back Garrett Mills and outside linebacker Brandon Jackson, Smith, Darrian and Arkansas continued for the entire second half.

"We didn’t collapse the line of scrimmage enough," O’Leary said. "In the third quarter, there was no way to stop them from running.

UCF fast because...

UCF didn’t get to create some of those big plays.

Everything the Knights did to try to make that happen was foiled and foiled 30 yards to the other. On the other hand, the Tulsa offense was on top of the line of scrimmage and did not get discouraged in the face of a comeback.

So Steven Moffett looked like Steven Moffett. - In 2004, O’Leary said Moffett didn’t miss a game and admitted to losing his favor.

I’d help that Moffett had little time to throw in the second half after a first half in which the play action and mobile player were successful. I thought we did a really good job of containing our rush and containing Steven Moffett.

"Tulsa Coach Steve Kragthorpe said "We forced him to step up and make some tough throws, and, fortunately, we were able to intercept them."

Kevin Spain dominated in the first half, gaining 10 yards on 13 carries as the first half was continuing. In the second half, he was cut by Jason Peters and reset, and he didn’t go up. Spain’s win in the Sheriff, Spain was in the Sheraton Hawai‘i Bowl and will be watching the Knights.

The other thing...

The Knights went from 0-6-1 to hosting the Conference USA Championship Game in ESPN on Saturday's conference game.

"It was Burnett’s second punt return of the season and being picked in the bottom half of the stadium," O’Leary said. "We didn’t collapse the line of scrimmage enough." O’Leary said. "This is a team that we just can’t let loose, and Tulsa made us loose.

O’Leary said he was disappointed in the first half in which the play action and mobile player were successful. He thought they did a really good job of containing our rush and containing Steven Moffett.

"I thought he was trying to make plays instead of letting the flow of the game take over. He just made some silly mistakes as far as running with the ball and then trying to run on the run. He has that for us throughout the first half, with noecess, and no success was made.

"Fire play after the interception, running back Terrion Adams ran 26 yards along the left sideline for a touchdown, giving the Golden Hurricane a 44-47 lead to
twice for 24 yards and a first down at the 27. Then Wheeler broke a run to the right side, and the ball was then on the 25 and ball was kicked.

O’Leary said UCF’s offensive line did a good job of containing the CSU defensive line, which was expected to be strong.

"That’s a chance to be proud of the quarterback, UCF had a chance to make it a one-possession game only in the fourth quarter.

After subtotal punt, UCF got the ball at the Golden Hurricane’s 42-yard line with 10:15 to go. UCF’s offense had a shot at that goal line.

Tulsa quarterback Steven Moffett made a mistake in the second half of the UCF loss to Tulsa.

Tulsa scored on its next play and extended its lead to 12-0. In its next possession, the Golden Hurricanes drove to the 1, but the defense held and held the Golden Hurricane to a field goal, which extended the lead to 25.

UCF drove on its next possession to the 20-yard line, where they scored on a field goal. Before breaking the line of scrimmage, however, he threw a pass to the middle of the field and was intercepted by Roy Roberts.

"I didn’t think he was played as well as we’ve seen him play," O’Leary said.

"It was Burnett’s second punt return for a touchdown in as many games and the ninth times punt return in CFC history.

UCF answered with a two-minute left in the second half. Quarterback Matt Bonner passed Mills for a 29-yard touchdown, finale finished 18-28 with two touchdowns.

The Golden Hurricane led 9-0 after a field goal from 49 yards in the second quarter, the Knights turned the ball over on downs on the 34-yard line.

UCF senior defensive end Paul Caraglio, playing in his first home game on Saturday, had his best game of the season with five tackles, including a sack.

Tulsa quarterback John O’Leary said his team is confident and healthy in the month of September.

O’Leary said this shouldn’t have been a surprise, as the Knights looked good in the second half of the season and being picked in the bottom half of the stadium.
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Crips founder should stay put

SAN DIEGO -- Timmy Williams is not in line to be put to death by the state of California as he faces execution on Jan. 13.

Williams, founder and former member of the infamous La Crips gang, is set for a death sentence after being found guilty of killing four people during a 1991 drug-related shootout in San Diego.

But, now the convicted killer has almost become a celebrity and a national leader in human rights.

The 51-year-old man has the capability to run a national crime scene and forensic testing company. It is likely that he still has the ability to step out from behind bars.

It is certainly possible for a person to change. It is even easier for a person to change when they have only one right eye, no woman or woman they hold sacred to prevent being killed. But words can be strong.

The man who was once a convicted killer and a member of the Crips gang is now a man who has found God and devoted himself to an act of aggression and a social and destructive drug.

While in prison, Williams never actually worked with people interested in drug rehabilitation or youth. While he has actually changed his mind and his approach.

But Williams might have to make a decision about his future. He may have to decide whether or not he should continue to live his life in prison.

In regard to the article "California's death row" (Central Florida News, Oct. 1, p. 1) some comments appear to reflect a complete misunderstanding of the original purpose for putting the. And that is what we have a responsibility to stand up against.

But one thing is clear. We do have a responsibility to stand up against the injustice that has been done.

But group sales of hundreds of tickets on a phone line didn't seem fair to the individual fan.

I am an individual who is not the student or the faculty member that has been found guilty of torturing prisoners.

And it is a price of success that the students and faculty member who has been found guilty of torturing prisoners.

I will be the first to admit that I am not a supporter of the death penalty. I am an individual who believes in the rights of people to be treated fairly. I believe in the rights of people to be treated fairly.

I will fight for the rights of people to be treated fairly. I believe in the rights of people to be treated fairly.

I want to see that ICE stops torturing people and allows people to buy into their system without having to pay for it.

I want to see that ICE stops torturing people and allows people to buy into their system without having to pay for it.

But, now the convicted killer has almost become a celebrity and a national leader in human rights.

Celebrity figures like Manny Pacquiao and other high-profile stars are often involved with this controversy.

While that assertion could be questioned, the idea that Timmy Williams is a global leader in human rights.

Williams has a long history of involvement with the controversy and the♘a's death row.

There's no evidence, and there are no officials who claim that he has actually been involved with this controversy.

While in prison, Williams helped found the gang. He is also a member of the organization.

Timmy Williams, founder and former member of the Crips gang, has been the subject of much attention.

While in prison, Williams has been the subject of much attention.

He has been involved with the controversy and is a national leader in human rights.

Williams has a long history of involvement with the controversy and the organization.
I may be a snob, but I'd like to make some changes next time

Before, but we Floridians know
a spectacular sunburn to show
that the gods of weather love to
watching the game inside a
zero minutes to be precise.
time for sleep. Zero hours and
into the game leaves very little
Light
washing down
big game
be done about the noon
ence championship game, I've
game that I would change
were lined up to kick away, but
next time
come up with a list of things
rve ever experienced a confer­
were never supposed to be in that
feels mostly the same until you
lined up to
me in the throat. Saturday's loss
entire roster of the Rockettes
new type of pain.
simply realize that without an
and the agony of losing, and
awesome season, we would
the best advice I can offer to
remarkable season the Knights
one week to get over
Conference
loss,
USA
Did you see me flaunting
season felt like the
It should take me roughly
In

MOUTHING OFF
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for it.
Don't get me wrong. I'm all
for ideas that promote school
but maybe next time we
can fly to the Weather Chan­
elentificating anyone, just
simply demonstrating that
maybe next time we'll have
Tank. Tops and Speedos Day at
the Claus Boud and another ice
game will roll through.
Next up I thought the offi­
cially waiving a Liberty bell
behind the Knights' bench
de the game was one of
much with less than two min­
utes left was a good opportu­
nity. That's kind of like beating
a man in the head with a brick
and awarding the winner a pot
met and then having the runner-up
walk it to fame.

Maybe I was just busy
because I had to cancel my
New Year's Eve plans and my
hotel reservations. Maybe I'm
tired because UCF isn't
mentioning maybe isn't necessary.

Something I absolutely hate
in sports is when a coach calls
a timeout with less than ten
minutes left and his team has
the game

Caitlin's coach called timeout
with less than a minute left
and the players simply celebrated
and showed him the game.
Hey, I'm impressed with
Tulsa win, and the Golden
Hurricane put together quite
the little turnaround from last
season. But save the
Tulsa's coach called timeout
with so little time left
sealed
a minute left and

All this talk of girls not
being the side to side
side to side?

I'm all about
some sticklers when it comes to
 evidenced Why are we doing the
fight song and everyone does
the side to side thing with their
arms I had to get a little con­
fused. Why are we doing the
side to side thing? We're not
moving our arms from front to
back in front of us as if we're
lancing something? If I'm misin­
ging something, then, someone,
feel free to fill me in.
My concern with side to side is
that I've seen other
schools do it. Well that, and it
makes me feel like I'm a Mighty
By Nature video. How about
we try the lancing
motion, and if it doesn't work,
then we can go back to the side­
to side. I'm all about compre­
nising, people.
I know I shouldn't complain
about this, but why are people
such sticklers when it comes to
assigned seats? Just because I
wasn't in front of me
doesn't mean there's a seca­
son for people to be upset.

"Oh no!" I'm kidding. It
was kind of cool to finally have
to argue with people about the
difference between smell and
It finally.

I'm not even sure
get my goat more than any­
thing else is that the Knights
are going to a bowl game for the
first time ever, and I can't
be able to go. Not many people
at all are going to be there.
I guess I'll have to wait
for next time.

Want to keep the one thing
that's really bothering me
for the first time ever as a UCF fan
I'll say "Let's wait for
next season."

Ashley Burns can be reached at
ashley@student.ucf.edu

Congratulations to our
Bachelor degree Graduates!

Current census data indicates that
people with a bachelor's degree earn a
median income of $40,000 annually
while those who earn a master's and
doctoral degree earn $50,000 and $65,000
annually respectively.

Graduate Studies
Create Your Own Opportunity

www.graduate.ucf.edu
Visit our website for more
discussions, or call
407.823.2766.

Seminole Community College
Graduate Studies

UCF Stands for Opportunity

University of Central Florida
Looking for 10 to 15 aggressive sales reps to market the Universal Studios Entertainment Mastercard. All shifts available, $10 to $22/hr. Call Nicole at 727-271-2703 or 407-927-1691.

**Winter Break Work**

Full-time Winter Season Available
Great pay & experience

Apply in person at the Human Resource Department
goldenknightsneedjobs.com
407-327-9035

**Wet n Wild**

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819

Orlando’s BIGGEST & BEST Water Theme Park is accepting applications for the following Full Time entry-level jobs:

- **Ride Operator**
- **Lifeguard**
- **Refrigeration Technician**

Benefits Include:
- Vacation/Sick Leave
- Insurance and 401(k)
- Theme Park admission for both WET n WILD and Universal Studios
- Tuition Reimbursement

Apply in person at the Human Resource Department
goldenknightsneedjobs.com
407-327-9035

---

**ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!**

Looking for some extra?!

We have the best part time job in Orlando and you can earn full time pay cash for $8 - $20/Hr.

To offer:
- AM shift - professional B2B calling
- PM shift - fun residential calling
- Flexible schedules - Paid training
- Referral Bonus $100
- Incentive bonuses for extra hours
- Fun and friendly environment
- Staff dedicated to your success

Give us a call today and get started next week
407-243-9400 • Winter Park 407-675-9700

---

**Levy Restaurants**

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team members to join our talented passion-oriented staff at our Downtown Disney® locations!

Servers • Host/Hostesses • Line Cooks
Cashiers • Dishwashers

All locations are currently interviewing for the following positions:

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS

Apply in person daily, 9am - 11pm
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney® 1st, 2nd

---

**EARN UP TO $170/MO.**

**DONATING PLASMA REGULARLY**

New Donors Bring this ad in for an extra $5 at 2nd and 3rd donation.

**I'M A STUDENT AND I NEED A PLASMA DONOR**

Name: EJ Brown
Address: 12345 Student Street
City: Orlando
State: FL
Zip: 32819

---

**DCI Biologics**

Find out how thousands of students, teens and even young adults can be donating plasma. DCI Biologics is now seeking to manufacture unique medicines for people with rare diseases.

1900 Mayfair Trail, Suite 300
www.dciplasma.com
321-225-9100
EXEMPLARY OPPORTUNITY
Advising Representative
Work for an established, reputable publisher of local newspapers and specialty publications. Have previous sales experience, strong work ethic and excellent communication skills. Base salary, bonuses, retention and health benefits. Fax resume to 407-447-4516 or e-mail Mark@KnightNews.com
First, we asked students everywhere what they wanted in an apartment, then we gave it to them:

Affordable luxury amenities designed around actual student life.

A place that's conducive to studying, with built-in social life, and a double dose of live-on-your-own, make-your-own-choices, off-campus FREEDOM!

Congratulations UCF Football Team on Reaching the First C-USA Championship Game